
Goal Review

Business, user, marketing, sales
goals

User Stories

Review / audit known user

stories & epics

Document the
Conceptual Workflow

Competitive Analysis Review

Review any competitive analysis
What is the differentiation?

Business Value

This to establish the stack rank
of the value of the feature.

Goal / Story / Business Review

This Phase is "are ala-carte" pick and
choose the above or depending on epic,
feature, task or scope, and size of the

project.

Technical Review

A Time-boxed phase to produce

discover information that allows us to

define the technical difficulties

associated and or constraints that may

impact the design process.

Qualitative Collection

User Interviews or other forms of

qualitative data collection.

Technical Review

This Phase is "are ala-carte" pick and choose
the above or depending on epic, feature, task

or scope, and size of the project.

Form Hypothesis
Statements

Understanding Phase

Collect User Data / Form Hypothesis

The below categories can be looked at as an ala carte

or on-demand process depending on epic, feature,

task or scope, and size of the project.

Craft Proto/Mental Model

Proto Mental Model - light larger
mental models can be pursued for

more valuable tool design or
audits.

Review findings

Inagination Phase

A Time-boxed phase to produce a collection of inspiring usability

designs, design patterns, and competitors' solutions. This can be a

team event/phase. An outcome may be a mood board or collection

of deliverables.

Write findings report

Review

Learn Understand iMagination

Sketch/Rough Wires
Flows

Critique Test Evaluate

Testing using heuristics and other testing methods

Evaluation Phase

Testing using heuristics and other testing methods

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/

Evaluation

HiFi Wires Flows

Critique Test Evaluate

Informing Phase

Launch - Watch - learn

Inform

Review Instrumentation

Modify Onboarding

Inform stakeholder party

Hypothesis review. Where we right?

LUMEN Design Process
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Michael Clingerman, Lead Product Design & Research

Learning Phase

Jira team repo

10 Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design

#1: Visibility of system status

The design should always keep users informed about
what is going on, through appropriate feedback within a
reasonable amount of time.

#2: Match between system and the real world

The design should speak the users' language. Use
words, phrases, and concepts familiar to the user, rather
than internal jargon. Follow real-world conventions,
making information appear in a natural and logical order.

#3: User control and freedom

Users often perform actions by mistake. They need a
clearly marked "emergency exit" to leave the unwanted
action without having to go through an extended
process.

#4: Consistency and standards

Users should not have to wonder whether different
words, situations, or actions mean the same thing.
Follow platform and industry conventions.

#5 Error prevention

Good error messages are important, but the best
designs carefully prevent problems from occurring in the
first place. Either eliminate error-prone conditions or
check for them and present users with a confirmation
option before they commit to the action.

#6: Recognition rather than recall

Minimize the user's memory load by making elements,
actions, and options visible. The user should not have to
remember information from one part of the interface to
another. Information required to use the design (e.g.
field labels or menu items) should be visible or easily
retrievable when needed.

#7: Flexibility and efficiency of use

Shortcuts — hidden from novice users — may speed up
the interaction for the expert user such that the design
can cater to both inexperienced and experienced users.
Allow users to tailor frequent actions.

#8: Aesthetic and minimalist design

Interfaces should not contain information which is
irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit of
information in an interface competes with the relevant
units of information and diminishes their relative
visibility.

#9: Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from
errors

Error messages should be expressed in plain language
(no error codes), precisely indicate the problem, and
constructively suggest a solution.

#10: Help and documentation

It’s best if the system doesn’t need any additional
explanation. However, it may be necessary to provide
documentation to help users understand how to
complete their tasks.

A design process spearheaded by Kent State University's information architecture masters program and tailored to fit
the needs as a product designer focused on sophisticated platforms.

3rd party testing (Six Sigma)

Prototyping
Look for alternate uses of the feature (s) the

users have found use for.

Look for user patterns

Review the User Promise

What promises where made to

customers that we need to

deliver on?

PMF Review

Is this critical to the PMF Product

Market Fit?

Vocabulary Review

How are we talking about this on

the street? Marketing?

Layman's Review

Do we all understand how this thing

works?

IA Map Review

Where does this fit into the IA Map?

Initial schema drawings

From the Dev team, Early-stage
concept schema art.

This Phase is "are ala-carte" pick and choose the
above or depending on epic, feature, task or

scope, and size of the project.

UX Content writing

UX Content Modeling Build / Test / Learn / Repeat

Build / Test / Learn / Repeat

"I originally developed the heuristics for heuristic

evaluation in collaboration with Rolf Molich in 1990" 

[Molich and Nielsen 1990; Nielsen and Molich 1990]. 

"Four years later, I refined the heuristics based on a

factor analysis of 249 usability problems [Nielsen

1994a] to derive a set of heuristics with maximum

explanatory power, resulting in this revised set of

heuristics"

[Nielsen 1994b].

Lab Studies


